Clay soil chronic kidney failure in Vidharbha region of Maharashtra state
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Background: Chronic Kidney Diseases (CKD) is not uncommon in farmers working in a clay soil land in Buldana, amarvati and Akola districts called kharpan patta Maharashtra state India. We surveyed incidence of CKD in 246 villages. Methods and patients: We visited the villages were from CKD farmers are reported to media or news papers or reported in literature.

Pediatric Bartter syndrome: The therapeutic challenge
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Background: There is no curative therapy for many of the rare genetic disorders such as Bartter syndrome. Many patients with such disorders will be treated to a large extent with symptomatic therapies, and many of them will continue to have some symptoms, and growth and mental retardation despite the traditional therapies generally known by the treating physician.

Tunneled femoral catheters and tunneled jugular catheters, our experience, efficacy and complications
Background: The replacement of the arterio-venous fistula with PTFE prostheses or central tunneled catheters is increasing due to the early exhaustion of autologous native accesses. The percentage of patients with tunneled catheters as vascular access for hemodialysis reaches between 15 to 25%, therefore, it is essential to improve the techniques used to avoid early a ...